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Public program at Entrée 
As part of the final presentation of Unmaking Abstractions I had an open studio with a public event 
program at the gallery Entrée in Bergen city center. The open studio ran in parallel with the exhibition 
Oppløyste Abstraksjonar at Oseana Kunst og Kultursenter from 5.February - 13.March which was also 
curated by Entrée and Randi Grov Berger. At Entrée I transformed the white cube by making a custom 
interor consisting of new walls, shelves, tables and stools. The space was created to facilitate the 
program of Entrée running from November 2021 to February 2023, focused on social and discursive 
practices. My open studio was one of the many projects to be presented within this new, temporary 
framework, and in it I shared research materials, library, work in progress and a series of public events. 
The event program included a workshop, lectures and a performance by guests I had invited to further 
unfold topics I dealt with sculpturally in Unmaking Abstractions. The contributions by these scholars and 
artists were incredibly generous and went into a direct dialogue with my own artwork and research. 
Below is a description of the different events, some of which there is also photo and video documentation 
available on the Work and Video pages at www.unmakingabstractions.com

Saturday 12. February from 12.00–16.00. Entrée, Bergen.

Workshop in parametric design by Patrícia Šichmanová
Patrícia Šichmanová is an artist and the digital lab manager at Aldea Center for Contemporary Art, Design 
and Technology. In her workshop she introduced a group of six artists to parametric design in the 
3D-modeling software Fusion360. First, she demonstrated for the group what parametric design is by 
taking everyone through the making of a parametric cube with a hole in the middle. The size of the cube 
and the hole could be altered from a speadsheet which generated automatic updates to the three-dimen-
sional shape. Šichmanová then continued the workshop with a more complex shape using the table in 
the room as the example object. Photo documentation of the workshoop is available on the Work page.
 

Sunday 13. February at 13.00. Entrée, Bergen and live streamed online

“On infrastructural abstraction: Models, parameters, algorithms” – Lecture by Gabriele de Seta
Gabriele de Seta holds a PhD from the Hong Kong Polytechnic University and was a Postdoctoral Fellow at 
the Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica in Taipei. Gabriele is currently a Postdoctoral Researcher at the 
University of Bergen, where he is part of the ERC-funded project “Machine Vision in Everyday Life”. His 
research work, grounded on ethnographic engagement across multiple sites, focuses on digital media 
practices, sociotechnical entanglements and vernacular creativity in the Chinese-speaking world. In his talk 
at Entrée, De Seta revisited Luciana Parisis’ book Contagious Architecture to speculate about the role of 
abstraction, modeling and algorithms in creative practices such as parametric design and music-making. A 
video recording of the talk and the following Q&A is available on the Video page.

Friday 25. February at 19.00. Live streamed at Entrée, Bergen and online

“A Crisis of Representation: Abstraction and Materiality” – Lecture by N. Kathrine Hayles
Professor N. Kathrine Hayles is a literary critic and theorist.  She is an internationally acclaimed author 
known for bridging disciplines across science and humanities. Her writing includes the books How We 
Became Posthuman and Unthought: The Power of the Cognitive Nonconscious. At Entrée she gave the 
lecture “A Crisis of Representation: Abstraction and Materiality», introduced by artist and professor 
Eamon O´Kane who also moderated a Q&A after the talk. The following paragraph is an abstract from 
professor Hayles´ presentation. 

“As intelligent machines come closer to human abilities in reading and producing texts, simulating 
gestures, faces and expressions, and other simulative capabilities, the profound differences in embodi-
ment between human and artificial intelligences create a yawning gap between machine representations 
and the meanings humans project onto them. It is a truism that abstractions from material phenomena 
always result in the loss of some information, which we can call the noise of the material real. Neural nets 
learn by abstracting inputs into indexical pointers with adjustable weights, which in the case of simula-
tive text is then transformed back into semantic markers. These computations are radically different from 
the ways in which humans create and produce similar markers.  What kind of reading practices and 
interpretive activities are appropriate for these machinic representations, and how should we understand 
the relation between materiality, abstraction and meaning?”
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Saturday 5. March at 15.00. Live streamed at Entrée, Bergen and online

Lecture by Felipe R Pena
Felipe R Pena is a Brazilian curator based in Oslo and Rio de Janeiro where he runs the gallery Cavalo. At 
Entrée Pena gave a lecture on the artist Lygia Clark and the Neo-Concrete movement. Focusing on its 
participatory approach and relation to modernism in Brazil in the 1950’s, Felipe considered how their 
legacy is affecting art and architecture in Latin America today. A recording of the talk is available on the 
Video page.

Thursday 10. March at 18.00. Entrée, Bergen

WHERE ARE WE NOW? WHERE ARE WE NOW? WHERE ARE WE NOW? – A Performance Lecture by Sidsel 
Christensen
Sidsel Christensen is an artist and PhD candidate at KMD. In her performance lecture Christensen acti-
vated the interior at Entrée and shared elements of her artistic research project “Hyperspace as reflective 
tool: strange movements through spatial, digital and text-based media.” In this research project 
Christensen investigates how scientific/mathematical models of physical dimensions and their interrela-
tionships, can be used as a generative tool in contemporary art. For this evening at Entrée, Christensen 
invited us into a conversation with the support structures that hold our world, asking us: What will our 
architectural contexts tell us if they are invited to step forward and have an active voice? Where will we end 
up then? What story will they make us into?  Video and photo documentation of the performance lecture is 
available on the Video page and the Work page.

Photo: Sidsel Christensen’s performance lecture “WHERE ARE WE NOW? WHERE ARE WE NOW? WHERE ARE WE NOW?” 


